Non-invasive pulsed ultrasound quantification of the resolution of basal cell carcinomas after photodynamic therapy.
The probability of local control of basal cell carcinomas (BCC) treated by photodynamic therapy (PDT) depends strongly on lesion thickness, thicker lesions often requiring two treatments. We examine the utility of 20 MHz pulsed ultrasound (US) for the non-invasive measurement of thickness and rate of regression after PDT treatment. PDT was by topically applied 20% aminolaevulinic acid, followed at 6 h by a standard 100 J/cm(2) of 630 nm light. Patients ( n=60) were selected as being difficult to treat with existing modalities for reasons of likely poor quality of healing or of cosmesis in this very largely elderly population. Ultrasound 'A' scans were made immediately before treatment, and at first and subsequent follow-ups. Parameters measured non-invasively for BCC, adjacent normal skin, and for fibroses after previous conventional therapies, were (a) thickness of skin or lesion, (b) linear density of ultrasound echoes and (c) linear density of high-amplitude echoes. Prior to treatment, median skin thickness (to the dermal/subcutaneous boundary) was 2.6 mm (range 1.2-5.7), fibroses 2.5 mm (1.4-5.6) and BCC 1.5 mm (0.5-4.4). Median linear density of echoes for normal skin, fibroses and BCC plus underlying tissue were 5.6, 5.5 and 4.5, respectively, the BCC values being significantly lower ( p=0.002). The corresponding medians for high-amplitude echoes were 1.9, 1.9 and 1.1 (skin or fibrosis versus BCC, p=0.001). Patients whose BCCs appeared clinically to be controlled at up to 220 days after a single treatment, all had values of ultrasound parameters corresponding to skin/fibrosis and were significantly different from measurements on the same site prior to treatment. Patients whose tumours appeared to be reverting to the original BCC ultrasound pattern were subsequently found to be recurring as judged clinically. Non-invasive pulsed ultrasound indicates that rates of resolution vary widely between BCC of similar initial thickness and that the probability of clearance of BCC by PDT is determined largely by the deepest, sometimes small, regions within a lesion, with the overall area being relatively unimportant.